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UPS gets new computer 
By JIM DUGGAN 
A new computer has arrived for use during UPS's new 
term. The University purchased its way out of the 
remainder of a lease contract with the Univac for $7500, 
and for $280,000 procured a new computer, PDP 11/45, 
from the Digital Equipment Corporation. 
According to Paul Alvine, Director of Computer 
Services, the new cybernetic brain is much swifter in data 
processing than the Univac. The old model was found to 
be far inadequate for University needs. In addition, the 
new model possesses time share, a new feature that allows 
several individuals to utilize the computer at the same 
time. Ten modulators (terminal units for computer 
access) are currently in operation. Six of these are for 
academic purposes, four are administrative. The 
computer's potential of up to 63 modulators, i.e., 63 
By MARK LYON' 
No major changes are planned for UPS's Food Service 
this year, despite what appeared to be a large-scale 
student interest in a "no-junk food" program last spring. 
Richard Grimwood, director of food services said no 
changes are planned because specific proposals were never 
presented to him. A student committee was organized on 
an ad hoc basis to help implement the change-over of the 
food service to a health food diet, but they never 
contacted food services with concrete suggestions, 
Grimwood says. 
Interest in-converting to a "health food" program was 
first generated last spring when Environmental Science 
Professor Jeff Bland suggested to his classes that UPS 
should consider implementing a program similar to the 
one presently in use at Lewis & Clark University in 
Portland Oregon. Similar programs are presently in effect 
at Willamette U (OR) and Whitman College (Walla Walla, 
WA). 
The Lewis & Clark program eliminates all so-called 
"junk foods" like soft drinks, luncheon meats, hot dogs, 
potato chips and pre-sweetened breakfast cereals. In their 
place, students are served wheat germ, granola, fresh 
baked bread made with whole wheat flour and more 
vegetarian dishes. Bland said in an article printed in the 
TRAIL (April 27, 1976) that not only was the nutrition 
of their meals increased, but the cost of the new L & C 
program was less than the old "junk-food" program. 
Despite the apparent success of the Lewis & Clark 
program, Grimwood seems doubtful about the success of 
such a program at UPS. Adopting the health food 
program would add a "significant" cost to the students 
according to Grimwood. These increases could be as high 
as $100-$150 per student, he said. Grimwood also 
indicated that many students want to keep some things 
like soft drinks and ice cream. "I'm not big on taking 
some things out", he said. "Some kids want the ice cream 
and pop." 
While Grimwood was not optimistic about 
implementing the proposed program, he indicated that he 
was willing to give the students what they want. However, 
he does not think that big changes will be needed. "Jeff 
obviously wasn't familiar with our program, because we  
simultaneous operators, gives the university a lot of 
growth potential for coming years. 
Consolidating student records in one central location, 
and items such as allowing an economics student to 
simulate market conditions, are now possible with the 
recently acquired computer. To operate the computer for 
academic purposes, a student needs a computer 
identification number and a pass word, all of which are 
available to those who have successfully completed 
computer science courses. 
To remain under contract with the old Univac for the 
remaining two years of the seven year agreement, would 
have cost the University $200,000—only $80,000 less 
than the new model's price tag. President Philip Phibbs 
and representatives from the board of trustees led the 
negotiations with Univac for contract release. 
are already doing many of the things he was proposing." 
Grimwood cited the serving of fresh fruit and yogurt as 
examples. 
Grimwood also hopes that a wider range of students 
may be involved before any changes occur. The creation 
of an ad hoc committee last spring represented only one 
minority opinion, he said. An estimated 120 students 
attended that meeting and a petition that circulated in the 
preceeding weeks produced 250 signatures. Grimwood 
said that those students who were interested in changing 
the food service program should become involved in the 
food service committee which he organizes anually to 
gather student input. 
Gathering and stimulating student input is another 
purpose of the ad hoc committee Jeff Bland said. The 
committee, which disbanded over the summer, is 
presently in the process of reorganizing. Bland said that 
the real determining factor in changing the food service 
menu is student interest. If student interest is high 
enough, a changeover to the Lewis & Clark program could 
be accomplished this year, he said. 
Bland was unwilling to discuss Grimwood's cost 
estimates without first knowing the circumstances 
surrounding them. However, he did say that the purpose 
of the program was to give up some things in order to pay 
for other, more healthful foods. As for Grimwood's 
statement that the Lewis & Clark program might draw 
criticism from UPS students, Bland responded by saying, 
"Change is always a time of turbulence." 
Bland said that any change will draw criticism from 
some students, but, "it's what the majority wants that 
decides," he added. 
If student opposition is to be a main factor in 
determining whether or not a "health food" program will 
be adopted at UPS, the Lewis & Clark experience may 
indicate a tough battle. While the Lewis & Clark was given 
large support by their students last spring, the program 
drew loud criticism from students when it was first 
started. The program was adopted because Lewis & Clark 
Resident John Howard ordered the food service to start 
the program. 
In the final analysis, all sides seem to agree that it is 
ultimately the students' attitude that will determine 
whether the "Bland diet" will be adopted. 
Senate gives KUPS 
vote of confidence 
By ANN PULLIAM 
KUPS Summer Administrator Malcolm Turner gave a report on his 
summer's activities at the Student Senate meeting Tuesday night. 
Turner has been working out budget problems and other matters which 
have hindered the progress of the new FM station. 
He said that station equipment was purchased in early summer before a 
10% price increase went into effect, a temporary "special use" permit has been 
obtained from the City of Tacoma to allow KUPS to put up an antenna, and 
the construction permit application for the station is being reviewed by the 
FCC (Federal Communications Commission). 
According to Turner there is "no firm date" when KUPS-FM will go on the 
air, but he plans to have construction completed one month after the FCC 
license is approved. 
The Senate voted to continue to support KUPS in its actions, despite 
objections from Senator Bruce Reid that the money would be wasted. They 
voted to give the station $1,680 from the ASUPS reserve contingencies fund 
to cover the cost of a legal ad run in the Tacoma News Tribune which stated 
KUPS's intention to build their new station. It was also voted to give Turner 
$150.00 salary for his summer's work with KUPS. Fifty dollars was also given 
to Jim Denno for his work on the TRAIL this past summer. 
Other senate activities: 
It was announced that the 15 passenger van purchased by ASUPS is still on 
the assembly line, but should be here by mid-October. The van will be used by 
clubs and other groups who need transportation. 
The Senate voted to form a public-relations committee to help familiarize 
students with ASUPS officers and ASUPS-sponsored activities and services. 
They discussed starting an ASUPS advisory board composed of a 
representative from each living group to help serve as mediators with the 
student government and let the students' needs and wishes be made known to 
the officers. They discussed having senators visit dorm meetings to help 
publicize the upcoming Student Senateelections. 
Filing is now open for seven senate positions. The closing date for filing is 
September 22, with primary elections October 7 and 8, and final elections 
October 14 and 15. 
The Senate also brought up ideas to expand Whats UPS, the activity line, 
and to revise the ASUPS constitution. 
Burglar apprehended 
By JEFF KATZ 
Through the cooperation of the 
Kappa Sigma fraternity house, a 
burglar was apprehended during last 
Friday night's fraternity rush party 
on Union Avenue. 
Bob Bottemly of Kappa Sigma, 
said, "I had just walked out of the 
bathroom on the second floor when I 
saw a guy who didn't look familiar to 
me. I asked him what he was doing 
here and he said he was just cruisin' 
around. 
"I said that was cool but you 
shouldn't be up here. I didn't know if 
he was a friend of someone in the 
frat so I went downstairs to the 
parking lot where the party was going 
on." 
BotLmly said 1w later heard a 
bottle crash and immediately 
thereafter saw the person he had 
confronted earlier running out of the 
house, being chased by a Kappa 
Sigma member, Scott Lundberg. 
"When I saw Scott chasing the 
guy, I knew something was wrong, so 
I chased after him too," Bottemly 
said. 
The suspect ran to his car, but 
before he could open the door, he 
was grabbed by Lundberg. Noticing 
commotion, a nearby Safety and 
Security Petro!person came over. 
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Patrol personnel had been watching 
the Union Avenue complexes 
throughout the night. 
Bottemly said he was told the 
suspect had been on the third floor 
of the house and in Bottemly's room. 
"I went up to the room to check 
it out. I found credit cards strewn all 
over the room and my wallet lying on 
the floor." 
Bottemly said no money was 
taken but he found out that a frat 
brother of his had observed the 
suspect in Bottemly's room and had 
chased him out, throwing a beer 
bottle at the intruder in the process 
and barely missing the suspects head. 
"By the time we had finished 
looking over my room," Bottemly 
said, "the Tacoma Police Department 
had arrived and after searching the 
suspect and his car, found him in 
possession of an ounce of marijuana 
and approximately $200 in cash." 
According to Tacoma Police 
Department Public Information 
Officer Carter Mitchel, the suspect 
was booked for the possession of a 
controlled substance and second 
degree burglary. 
Mitchel stated that the suspect 
posted bail and will appear on trial at 
a later date. 
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Academic calendar here to stay 
By MELISSA BERG 
At a faculty meeting last May, President Phibbs raised 
the topic of the revision of the academic calendar at UPS. 
He said Dean F. Peterson would look at possibilities for 
shortening the school year at UPS to bring it in line with 
other colleges and universities. 
In mid-August Dean Peterson presented the faculty 
with the findings of a study he had conducted. The results 
showed that although the length of the school year may 
appear long, UPS has approximately the same number of 
school days as many academic institutions. UPS has 
longer and more frequent breaks because of the 4-1-4 
schedule, than do either the traditional semester or 
quarter systems. 
Proposals to change UPS' academic calendar have now 
been dropped. 
Grants for graduate study offered 
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Bland pursues 
vitamin E research 
By LAURIE SARDINIA 
Vitamin E as a "Youth Serum!" 
The idea was first presented to the students at UPS last spring by Dr 
Jeffrey Bland, associate professor at UPS. Since then, Dr. Bland has presented 
his ideas to several universities and medical schools for discussion. 
"We have been able to demonstrate that vitamin E does in fact have a 
profound effect upon .. , red blood cells in a very distinctive fashion," Dr. 
Bland said. He hopes to examine the effect of the vitamin in other tissues of 
the body and to look for "mimics" of vitamin E. 
Vitamin E, and hopefully these "mimics," protect the cells from the 
effects of oxidants which include drugs, photo-chemical smog, certain types of 
food additives, fatty acids, viruses and bacteria. The harmful effect of these 
substances include cancer, diabetes, muscular dystrophy and multiple sclerosis. 
As an outgrowth of his work in preventing cell aging, Dr. Bland has also 
been working with health care specialists in Seattle in the area of preventive 
medicine. One result of this is the Western Academy Review, developed last 
June. The journal, edited by Dr. Bland, is dedicated to preventive medicine. 
Also related to preventive medicine is Dr. Bland's ongoing concern in 
environmental science. For the past year he has been a member of the advisory 
board of the Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Agency  . As a member of the 
board he has become involved with Tacoma's problems with air pollution. Dr. 
Bland is significantly involved in a court case against the ASARCO smelter. 
The case is scheduled to go on trial before the Board of Appeals in Tacoma. 
The smelter emits sulfer oxide and arsenic dust which may cause upper 
respiratory cancer and other ailments. 
A new area of concern with which Dr. Bland hopes to work and write 
about concerns the development of a synthetic gene by a University of 
Wisconsin biochemist. When introduced into abnormal genes, the synthetic 
gene might help to replace portions of defective DNA which might cause 
cancer, Parkinson's disease, and other hereditary diseases. 
"That sounds fantastic, but it also raises some other serious ethical 
questions about whether we could make, as Huxley (author of 19841 suggests, 
the Alpha or Beta or Gamma man, or use this as chemical warfare," said 
Bland. 
Angela Davis to speak 
	
Gus Hall, the Communist Party 	 Tuesday, September 21. 
	
candidate for President and Angela 	 Admission is free. Entertainment 
	
Davis, co-chairperson of the National 	 will be provided by the Black 
	
Alliance Against Racist and Political 
	
Academy of Music. 
	
Repression will speak at the 
	
A bus will leave Tacoma for the 
	
Paramount Northwest, Ninth and 
	
theater at 6 pm from the Malcolm  X 
	
Pine St. in Seattle at 7.30 pm on 
	
Community Center, 1602 S. K St. 
Associate Chemistry Professor Dr. Jeff Bland German movie to be shown 
The 1977-78 competition for 
grants for graduate study abroad 
offered under the Mutual Education 
Exchange Program (Fulbright-Hays) 
and by foreign governments, 
universities and private donors will 
close shortly. Only a few more weeks 
remain in which qualified graduate 
students may apply for one of the 
550 awards which are available to 54 
countries. 
Most of the grants offered provide 
round-trip transportation, tuition and 
maintenance for one academic year; 
a few provide international travel 
only or a stipend intended as a partial 
grant-in aid. 
Candidates must be U.S. citizens 
at the time of application, hold a  
BROCHURES 
SOUND PRESS 
564-7445 
6th 8 Pearl at Highland Hill 
bachelor's degree or its equivalent by 
the beginning date of the grant, have 
language ability commensurate with 
the demands of the proposed study 
projects, and good health. 
Application forms and 
information for students currently 
enrolled in the University of Puget 
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Sound may be obtained from Melissa 
Peterson, Jones 212. Further 
information and advising may be 
obtained from Darrell Reeck, 
Fulbright Program Adviser, Music 
309. The deadline for filing 
applications on this campus is 
October 15. 
"Der Zauberer Gottes," a German 
TV production of a novel about the 
legendary figure of Michael 
Pogorzelski against the background 
of conflicts between Christianity and 
Paganism in medieval East Prussia, 
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ST ;ees 	 sat Tacoma Mall  
will be presented this Wednesday at 
7:30 p.m. in Rm. 006 of McIntyre 
Hall. 
Preceding the feature, the most 
recent Deutschlandspiegel will be 
shown. 
BOB'S TOTUM MARKET 
Hours - Daily 7 AM-2 AM 
Sunday 7 AM- Midnite 
Your Neighborhood Food Center 
6th & Proctor Ave. 
INF 
n 
1. A gathering of Christian believers
.  
'fel-o ship 
n [LL, fr. Gk agape, lit., love] 
I. Type of love God has for man, 
highest form of love. 
Agape Fellowship is a group of Christian believers who 
meet together to love one another, have a good time, enjoy 
God and each other. We are interested in relating 
Christianity to everyday life  - to ourselves, to our campus 
and to our world in a variety of ways: 1) Studying the 
Bible in small groups, 2) Providing teaching and training, 
3) Encouraging the reading of Christian literature. Agape, 
associated with Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowhsip, meets 
weekly in a large group for singing and teaching. If you are 
interested in knowing more about Agape Fellowship, come 
on Tuesday nights to the large group meeting from 7-8:30 
pm in room 4 of the SUB (basement) or contact any of the 
following students: 
Rob Strickland 
Patti Clift 
Andrea Little 
Ralph Fry ext. 4253 
Sharon Ward ext. 4246 
IV Staff: 
Janie Baldwin 
Dave Daniel 
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UPS Law Review facing usual problems 
By JIM RUPP 
This year the editorial staff of the UPS Law Review 
and the Law Review adviser, Professor Thomas Holdych, 
are facing the constant problem of not having enough 
people to allow publication of a law review. 
In separate interviews, Prof. Holdych and Mark 
Patterson, editor-in-chief, said that an "extramural" law 
review will definitely not be published this year. The UPS 
Law School has never published a law review for 
distribution outside of the school. 
(The staff this year is Mark Patterson, Rebecca Roe, 
David Thorson, Gene Oliver, Tom Clerkin and Bill Price.) 
In order to publish, there must be enough students on 
the staff to edit the articles written by the second-year 
students writing for the law review. However, as Holdych 
said, "law review involves a lot of hard work and sacrifice 
and it's difficult for students to perceive any external 
benefits." Every year so far, a fair number of the 
second-year students grow weary of the demanding work 
and, with the realization that their works will not be 
published, they drop out of the writing competition. 
If the law review board does not have adequate 
members to permit publication next year, the process 
starts all over again. 
It's a vicious circle, Mark Patterson said. "There's no 
way we could publish this year, six people just can't 
handle it. Now we're looking at the fall of 1977 (for 
publication) but even this is an 'iffy' thing. What we need 
is a staff." 
Patterson's two goals this year are to get a good sized 
staff and to get the faculty's permission to publish. He 
said, "It has been shown in the past that we just can't 
keep people on the review unless we publish. The decision 
has to be made soon.. .or we may end up with only six 
people on the staff again next fall." 
Those competing for next fall's law review staff will 
know by this semester whether they have been accepted 
or not. Last year the candidates were not notified of their 
standing until spring. Patterson said that "this really 
created problems last year." 
This fall 36 of the top students in the preceding year 
were invited to participate in the law review writing 
competition. Seventeen of those students accepted. 
Students who failed to get the highest grades also had 
a chance to enter the competition, before school began 
August 30. The week before they were to complete 
papers on assigned topics to the Law Review board. Of 
the 35 interested students, 14 submitted papers and 5 
were accepted. 
Patterson said this additional competition provides a 
good opportunity for qualified students who might not 
do well on exams to get onto the law review. The editor 
was also very pleased that so many people were interested 
in the competition this year. 
Besides sufficient numbers, another requirement for a 
law review is high quality work. Last year the review 
printed an internal publication to demonstrate to the 
faculty what it could do. The faculty determined at that 
time that the articles were of insufficient quality to 
represent the law school. 
There is a feeling among some, regarding that decision, 
that Holdych has sole control over when the law review 
will be published. Holdych says that he is well aware of 
this opinion and stated that the final word comes from 
the entire faculty and not from him alone. He pointed out 
that the faculty concurred in his opinion that the law 
review was not ready to be distributed last year. 
Former Dean Joseph Sinclitico differed with Holdych 
and felt that the review should be published sooner. But 
Holdych points out that there was never any serious 
dispute between the dean and himself, "the dean may just 
think my standards are too high". 
What standards are applied to a law review? Holdych 
and Patterson say that like any other publication, it must 
contain good, sound, well-organized articles. Emphasis is 
also on good sentence structure and analysis. 
"Analysis is one thing we look for", Patterson said, 
"why the courts did what they did and what effect 
decisions will have" is very important. 
Both Holdych and Patterson were asked what benefits 
are derived from a law review, and whether UPS really 
needs one. 
Holdych said it is really a "matter of prestige" to have 
a law review and that it is one of the factors by which a 
law school is judged. As an example, he said that the 
Order of the Coif, the covered national law honorary, uses 
a schools's law review as an indication of its academic 
achievement. 
Besides prestige, the law review would also allow UPS 
to make a significant contribution to some aspect of the 
law. 
But what about direct benefits to students on law 
review? Professor Holdych pointed out that if he was 
hiring a young attorney he would consider law review 
experience very important. "Not that  I would 
automatically exclude those without the experience; but 
if a person has been on law review art employer knows he 
or she can work hard, write well, and has a good degree of 
analytical skill". 
When asked about the personal benefits, Patterson 
remarked that "there is no doubt that your writing ability 
soars." "With all the work required, you have to be a little 
crazy to be on law review in the first place. But you can 
learn a lot more about an area of the law which you are 
really interested in and you can work at your own pace. 
You don't get the 'shotgun approach' of the classroom". 
One might assume that lower grades comes with a 
position on law review. This is apparently not so. 
According to Patterson the staff memners' grades stayed 
pretty much the same. His own grades even went up while 
he worked for the Law Review. 
The format for the law review is currently undecided. 
Both Holdych and Patterson agree that the immediate 
market of Northwest attorneys has to be considered. 
However, Patterson added that this does not mean that all 
topics would be only of interst to the Northwest bar. 
With strikes by public employees (including Seattle 
teachers) becoming more common, he feels that articles 
on public labor disputes would be of special interest to 
both the Northwest and the national legal community. He 
concluded that this area would be especially appropriate 
for UPS since Professors Collins, Ehlke and Sinclitico are 
well-versed on labor law. 
When finally published, will the UPS Law Review be 
good competition for the established Northwest law 
reviews? Patterson does not see much of a problem with 
that: "Looking at the University of Washington law 
review and considering the status of that school,  I don't 
think it's such hot stuff." 
Although Patterson sees no reason why UPS should 
have to compete with "national" law schools like 
Harvard, Yale or Columbia, in the long run he sees no 
reason why the law school cannot. "It will just take 
time." 
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Unclassifieds 
FOR SALE: 1969 Plymouth Sport Sattilite, 383cu and 4 
speed. Engine and Transmission rebuilt, new paint, 
$1250, Call LE1-2861. 
HOUSE TO SHARE: Furnished, utilities paid, Washer and 
Dryer, Large yard, 7 blocks from campus, 14th and Fife 
Contact Lisa West 756-4275. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT-STUDENT DISCOUNT! At 
the Polynesia Village. $25 off deposit plus reduced rental 
agreement period. Fantastic recreational facilities: indoor 
swimming pool, sauna, indoor basketball court, handball 
courts, exercise room, boxing workout room, pinball, 
foosball, ping pong, pool tables, tennis courts and full 
time recreational director. Rents from $140 - co-signers 
accepted. 752-7779, 6th & Pearl. 
All minor repairs and valve jobs 
Self serve & full serve gas islands 
Local pick-up & delivery 
Emergency road service 
to 1.5 
rsi 
O 
C/) UPS Ficidhouse 
McCANN 
MOBIL 
to 
	 n 
Union Ave 
Credit cards (MOBIL - SOHIO • BORON BANK AMERICARD • MASTER 
CHARGE - ESSO OF CANADA 
GULF OIL OF CANADA) 
Factory trained foreign car mechanic 
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Staff changes made in O.T. and new P.T. Dept. 
By LAURA PORTER 
Several changes in professors and administrative staff 
occurred over the summer in both the Occupational and 
Physical Therapy Department. 
The Interim Director of OT and PT, Miss Harriet 
Richmond, said the departments are "different" now 
but she's looking forward to a good year and expects 
enrollment to be about the same as in previous years. 
Miss Richmond will act as Director in Joyce Ward's 
place. Mrs. Ward, the Director of OT, is taking a one-year 
leave of absence in order to continue her studies in 
California. 
A new position has been created—Assistant Interim 
Director —which Dr. Steve Morelan will fill. This position 
was a necessary addition, as both Miss Richmond and Dr. 
Morelan are teaching and plan to share administrative 
duties. 
Besides changes in the administrative staff, many new 
professors have joined OT. Sandra Olson previously 
worked with handicapped people in the Bethel School 
District of Parkland. Kathy McFarlan came from the 
University of Washington, where she worked in the 
psychiatric department of the university's hospital. Margo 
Holm joined the OT faculty permanently, teaching 
activities classes. Mary Lou Henderson was a Pediatric 
Therapist in Kansas City, MO. 
Several teachers left UPS to assume faculty positions 
elsewhere. K.K. Kshepakaran accepted a position in 
Richmond KY where he will be one of three OT's starting 
a program there. Ellie Nystrom left to teach at Western 
Michigan University in Kalamazoo. June Hofstead is on a 
one-year leave of absence, working with Occupational 
Therapists. 
Miss Richmond said "the extensive building and 
remodeling that occurred this summer (in the two 
departments) was made possible by an Allied Health 
Grant. Our special thanks go to Joyce Ward for writing 
the grant that made these improvements possible." 
Physical Therapy is a completely new department. 
Last year it was in the planning stage with Mrs. Shelby 
Clayson working part-time and Roger Williams as Acting 
Director. They worked with architects, purchased 
equipment, developed the curriculum, organized clinical 
experience for students, and hired the faculty for this 
year. 
In June 1976 Mrs. Clayson, who has been in the OT 
Department for three years, became the permanent  
director of PT. She is a graduate of the University of 
Minnesota and did post-graduate work at the University 
of Colorado. Before coming to UPS, she taught at the 
Universities of Minnesota and Washington. 
Roger Williams is the assistant director and also an 
assistant professor. He graduated from St. Louis 
University and has a Master of Public Health Degree from 
the University of Minnesota. 
Suzanne Olsen, as assistant professor, has aMasterof 
Education Degree from the University of Washington. 
The fourth member, who will be a PT assistant and 
teacher, is Chriss Miller from Green River Community 
College in Auburn, Washington. She holds an Associate of 
Applied Science Degree and for three years she did 
clinical work at Puget Sof.ind Hospital. 
There are currently thirty juniors (mostly transfers) 
and twenty sophomores in the program. A three-year PT 
program is scheduled to begin next year, admitting 
sophomores and possibly some freshmen. 
The PT Department was created "to meet a need" 
because prior to the fall of 1975 only the University of 
Washington had such a department. Their PT program 
served students from five states; Alaska, Washington, 
Oregon, Idaho, and Montana. This year, with the addition 
of UPS and Pacific University in Forest Grove, OR, there 
are three PT programs offered in the Pacific Northwest. 
Mrs. Clayson said that she's "excited about what we're 
doing and happy to be here at UPS." She's "hoping to 
build an outstanding program" 
Concerning the controversial very high failure rate 
(n%) on the January 1976 Occupational Therapy 
Competency Examination (TRAIL, May 14, 19761, Miss 
Richmond said, "The question has been asked about how 
our students have done on the National Certification 
Examination for Occupational Therapists. While it is true 
that our students did not meet the national success rate in 
January 1976 the proportion of students successfully 
writing the June 1976 examiniation was considerably 
higher than the national average. 
"To try and give a single answer for the complex 
problem of what happened in January would be 
misleading. One factor that should be mentioned is that 
there was a revision of the format of the examination, 
which was implemented in January. This change, I feel, 
was a factor in less students nationally, as well as locally, 
writing that examination successfully. However, I am sure 
that there are probably many other factors and we are 
Mrs. Shelby Clayson--director of the new Physical 
Therapy Department. 
	 Photo by UPSPR 
continuing to study and monitor how our students do on 
those examinations, but our high success rate in June, 
coupled by our generally low failure rate should be 
encouraging to all concerned." 
She feels that the examination could be studied more, 
but that curriculum is more important. 
She said the actual June success figures are 
confidential. 
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Safety and Security on the job 
By JEFF KA TZ 
A typical night around the Safety and Security office: 
"UPS Safety and Security, Frodsham speaking. Can I 
help you?" 
"The number of the Beta House? OK, hold on a 
second . . . the Beta House is 4261." 
"UPS Safety and Security, Frodsham speaking. Can I 
help you?" 
"No we can't. I'm sorry. We can't give out student 
phone numbers. Try calling Directory Assistance in the 
morning." 
"UPS Safety and Security, Frodsham speaking. Can I 
Help you?" 
"You need an escort?. .. You would like to be 
escorted from the SAE House to Anderson Langdon. Do 
I have that correct? Good, there will be a Patrolperson 
there in a few minutes as soon as he finishes locking up 
the Women's gym . . . You're welcome." 
The University of Puget Sound has one very unique 
operation, the Campus Safety and Security program. The 
Department was given that name because it deals directly 
with maintaining all aspects of campus security along with 
making sure all Federal and Local safety standards are 
being enforced. 
The Department was begun in April of 1974 with the 
hiring of John Hickey as Director of the Program. Hickey 
said that "before the program started, the University 
contracted different security agencies along with the 
Tacoma Police Department to keep an eye on the 
Campus. 
"The University tried these systems with limited 
success. So in order to better meet the needs of the 
University, the UPS Administration decided to create a 
program that would be staffed by UPS students and run 
by a full time director. This new program was designed to 
benefit both the University and the Tacoma Police 
Department. Student Security personnel would be able to  
decide whether certain situations could be handled by 
Safety and Security or whether the assistance of the 
Tacoma Police Department would be needed." 
The Tacoma Police Department provided the 
University with a full time liaison officer. TPD Officer 
Jim Bass said "I serve in an advisory capacity to Safety 
and Security to assist them in the development of their 
Program. I also act as a source of direct communication 
between the University as a whole and the Tacoma Police 
Department." 
Officer Bass emphasizes that, "I can't get students out 
of trouble, but if they come to me when they are in 
trouble, I can prevent them from getting deeper into it." 
Serving as a Patrol Officer in his seventh year with 
TPD, Officer Bass is also pursuing a Bachelors degree in 
Psychology at UPS. 
When asked about the benefit of having a 
student-based security system, Bass said, "the entire 
concept is a good one--on a small college campus  I think 
the program is essential. Having it student-based is a great 
way to operate--students can relate very well to one 
another!" 
Officer Bass had a different view of UPS when he was 
riding in a Patrol Car. "I had no real idea about what went 
on in a fraternity," he said. "After working here for 
 a 
while, I am beginning to get the idea and am able to 
handle situations on 'Frat Row' differently than when 
 I 
was working from a Patrol Car." 
Bass says that he is a talker. "I'd rather talk things out 
than go beating heads or throwing people in jail." 
The Safety and Security Department employs about 
24 students. Hickey said the department is now hiring 
more. He is looking for non-freshmen who do not have 
consistant time committments on weekends, after 4 pm 
on weekdays and prior to 8 am on weekdays. The pay 
rate for Patrolpersons is $2.20 an hour. Both males and 
females are welcome. 
Photos by Dave Hegnauer 
The Safety/Security team, John Hickey (top), Jim Bass (bottom). 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
TRAIL photographer Dave Hegnauer found these scenes of sword-swallowing, fire-eating, music and 
juggling at the freshmen picnic last week. Entertainment was provided by the Spherical Miracle Circus. 
Music prof's wife publishes Russian cookbook 
Pianist and former New York fashion model Sonia 
Uvezian, wife of David Kaiserman, professor of music at 
UPS, has recently authored a new cookbook, THE BEST 
FOODS OF RUSSIA, to be published this October by 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Ms. Uvezian, whose earlier 
work, THE CUISINE OF ARMENIA, received nationwide 
critical acclaim, including having been chosen as one of 
the five best cookbooks (from over 500) of 1974 by the 
Washington Post' has compiled and perfected a distinctive 
collection of over 250 recipes from the Caucasus, that 
region of the Soviet Union between the Black and Caspian 
Seas. The extraordinary cookery of this area, which 
contains some of the most fantastically varied, exotic, 
healthful, and delicious dishes ever devised has been little 
known outside the USSR. A majority of the book's 
recipes are being seen in the West for the first time. 
The Caucasus is noted for the unusually long life spans 
of its inhabitants. Some live to be over 130, and many 
work until they are well over 100. Scientists and 
journalists from all over the world have studied the 
lifestyle of the people and their diet, which is rich in 
vegetables and fruits, quick-broiled meats and fish, herbs, 
dairy dishes, nuts, cracked wheat, and honey. 
THE BEST FOODS OF RUSSIA has received medical 
approval, including testimonials from physicians 
associated with the Harvard Medical School and the Mayo 
Clinic. An extensive article containing fifteen recipes from 
the book is currently being featured in the September 
issue of VOGUE magazine. 
THE BEST FOODS OF RUSSIA will be available at 
the UPS Bookstore and through any bookstore in the 
United States and Canada. 
Charter sought 
With Christmas-time air travel 
being crowded and expensive. 
interest is being sought for a late-night 
charter flight round trip to Los 
Angeles during vacation. The charter 
could leave SEA-TAC late on 
Thursday December 16 and return 
late on January 2. Air Fare for the 
student could be cut from around 
$200 to about $120. 
Seventy-five students are needed 
to fill the plane and a non-refundable 
ticket payment would be made in 
October. If interested, Students are 
asked to sign up on the sheet posted 
outside the ASB offices, upstairs in 
the SUB by Sept. 24 or call Allan 
Sapp, x4561. 
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Registration- cracking the line' 
By MALCOLM TURNER 
Ah, Registration! 
You remember-that yearly 
beginning-of-the-year ritual that 
makes you an official person at The 
University of Puget Sound. Yes, I 
thought you would. 
I'll admit, straight off, that  I have 
never registered on time. This year, 
true to my own forml"...lf he hears 
a different drummer. . .") I missed 
my registration by three days, or at 
least I think it was three days. Maybe 
two. 
Having had experience then, in 
squeezing through late registration,  I 
determined that there has to be 
 a 
quicker, better way. I am no longer 
interested in standing in long lines 
and chit-chatting about whether the 
person behind me will get the English 
209 class in Elementary 
Basketweaving. 
Now stand by, I'mabout to reveal 
my secrets. 
Categorically, they are; 
The entrance line at the 
fieldhouse-the one that usually 
snakes far out into the street. 
I decided that in order to crack 
the linela repeating strategy here)  I 
would proceed to the front of the 
line, where a friend was working, and 
persuade him to let me check my 
packet "to make sure it was correct." 
He did so. While I examined it, he 
wandered away, and I wandered the 
other way-quickly as is necessary. 
Next, the filling out of the class 
schedule. 
This can be accomplished with 
ease in either of two ways. 
One, you can fill out your card 
and forge your advisor's signature. 
Failing that and depending on your 
sense of ethics, which have been 
reduced greatly if you have gotten 
this far, you can call your advisor 
who is busy and doesn't care and 
have him or her tell one of the 
on-hand registration officials, who is 
busy and doesn't care either, that he 
should sign in lieu of your advisor. 
Then you stand in that line again 
to get your class cards. If you are 
late, like I am, you often find that 
classes are full and no cards are 
available. 
In this case, it always helps to 
have a friend or friendly professor at 
the end of the line. (I tried to crack 
this line, but I am still working on it.) 
When you reach the end, your 
plea could be any one of the 
following: 1) "I'm a graduating 
senior and I need that class to 
graduate!" 2) "Please, my 
fraternity/sorority wants me to take 
it." 3) "This class is so interesting,  I 
REALLY want to take it." or, 4) "If 
you don't give me a class card,  I shall 
go directly to the President." 
The last one is my favorite, but it 
must be delivered with haught and a 
firm voice, and is excellent for 
impressing both the person at the 
department table, and others nearby. 
Be sure to turn sharply on your heel 
and stalk off if refused. You must 
always remember that they are the 
enemy--you're the oppressed student. 
Besides, it reinforces the impression 
among those in the line that the 
fellow at the table is a boob, and 
causes resentment among those who 
can't get cards, especially if you just 
got the last one. 
Next, is the "Finalization Check." 
This is where some guy looks 
through the catalog to make sure that 
the classes you signed up for really 
exist. Crack this line! 
Here, you must employ a quick 
sense of timing, and the same color 
red pen he uses to initial your card. 
Walk up beside him, as if to use the 
edge of his table. Check out his 
initials, and initial it yourself. 
Proceed, trying not to jump up 
and down too much, to the financial 
check desk. 
Now, I personally have nothing 
against this step but it is the slowest, 
indeed. Make sure all of your papers 
are filled out, then step to the front 
of the line and say weakly, "I just 
don't know what to do with this one 
paper." 
Others in the line will seem 
impatient, but you must ignore them. 
They have to learn on their own. 
As this person becomes interested 
in your plight (they're basically 
soft-hearted) he starts fumbling 
through your papers, and he 
discovers that all is well. You made 
it-proceed on, thanking him 
profusely. 
Ah-ha, the next to the last line, 
and the hardest to crack. 
This is where you write out your 
check for money your father gave 
you to pay for your education. 
Though it is wise to pre-pay, or get 
on state aid, so you don't have to 
hassle with a check, I still include this 
section for the unexperienced. 
Here you meet two slow, parallel 
lines. Each passes by three assistants 
at each table. Keep your eyes open. 
As the student at the last check 
person on the opposite side leaves, 
make a bee-line for it. 
So as not to be too obvious, enter 
with some witty, ice-breaking remark 
like, "Gee, but you look so busy, I'm 
sure glad I'm only a student." Then 
chuckle. 
With this you will evoke harmony 
and sympathy, and they will not 
bother to notice you cut in line. You 
must pause here to allow this person 
to pull all your carefully positioned 
apapers apart. But keep talking! Even 
complain about how long the process 
takes. If the person behind the desk 
stops long enough to think how in 
the name of the registrar you got up 
there so fast, you're dead. A scandal! 
As you are handed your final 
paper, proceed quickly out of the 
fieldhouse. You are finished Ta-da! 
You can get your old I.D. sticker 
later at the ASUPS Office, or, should 
you be a new student, your I.D. card 
can be obtained there early in the 
morning, when no one is around. 
So there you have it. Elapsed 
time: 15 minutes. A charm! 
Now, I only tell you this because 
I know you won't tell anyone else. I 
could get in trouble. 
Art show exhibits fine works, 
but nothing to see twice 
By CHRIS WOODRUFF 
Kittredge Gallery opened the school year with an 
exhibit of works done by former graduates, plus a fine 
display of Japanese prints and Sumi paintings this wee. 
Featured in the show is a special contribution by seven 
outstanding artists from Japan. The presentation, titled, 
"Seven Samurai and the Bicentennial", expresses their 
views of our bicentennial celebration, and does so quite 
crisply and professionally. 
The former graduates' exhibition, occupies most of 
the gallery and features some fine color photographs by 
Charles Raines, plus a unique variety of winged- ceramic 
cylinders by Rick Swenson. The rest of the show 
however, seems all too similar to every other student art 
show in recent years, with even less diversity in size and 
subject matter. 
The most exciting piece of post-graduate work is  a 
charcoal-pencil drawing by Nina Poletika, titled "The Aim 
Was Retrieval, no. 1 Bird Series". The bold contrast 
between the materials and the ground, along with what 
seems to be a very spontaneous, imaginative drawing, sets 
her work far apart from the others. 
In the fireplace room, Shikishi (Color Sumi) paintings 
by Ushi Odauchi are on display, all utilizing floral or 
faunal subject matter. His works, small in size and 
rendered on rice paper, are of highly professional quality. 
His display methods abandon contemporary framing 
techniques, and are in the form of traditional wall-hanging 
banners. 
Although 24 artists are involved in the exhibit, the 
show is dominated by six or seven individuals. This show 
doesn't have the vibrancy, scale or color qualities of many 
shows of the past, and despite outstanding works by a few 
artists, I would not return to see this show again. 
Dylan special stunk 
By RANDY CLARK 
What happened to Dylan? 
Bob Dylan, spokesman of the rebellious sixties, was on television with his 
own special, Tuesday the thirteenth 
One wouldn't believe that he was anybody's symbol of anything for  I 
couldn't find anyone who'd even known the special was on, let alone seen it. 
Well I watched one song of it myself and so  I know the answer to that one. It 
was horrible. 
Joan Baez, the other antiquated rabblerouser on the show, couldn't seem 
to add any spark to Bobby's nasal, off beat, out of tune, BLOWIN IN THE 
WIND' 
If anybody ever learned to play the guitar during the past decade, they 
probably learned how to play with that song. As any of those strummers may 
recall it's a very simple song that is quite easy to sing. If you saw the show 
you've just got to admit, Dylan either forgot how to play the guitar or forgot 
how to sing, I couldn't tell which. I turned the channel and watched "Rescue 
at Entebbe". I found it strange that CBS could be more in tune with what's 
going on than Bob and Joan. People of the past would have called them cop 
outs, not wanting to use the same old cliche,  I don't know what to say. 
An anonymous individual said he was "Seattle Tonight"--he only gave it 
one comment--ROTTEN!
Since Uncle Wally Cronkite seems to be at the moment, America's only 
true comedian, one would think some new comedy shows could really 
fly-nope it still seems the venerable old gentleman's prime competition comes 
from David Brinkley--the Business' best straight man. 
The campus flick this weekend is "Moochie goes Berserk", otherwise 
known as -The Longest Yard". It's fun. Nope not even that. More like cute. 
All the good guys win. 000PS! Sorry to give away the ending! 
Nuff said-- 
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Talented athletes! 
Are you talented in Athletics? 
Do you want to pursue an athletic 
career? 
Do you want to let your talent go 
to waste? 
Do you want to get the most out 
of your abilities? 
If you answered yes to one or 
more of the previous questions, then 
you might be interested in a group 
called Sport Talent Search, Ltd. 
Sport Talent Search has been 
created to benefit the talented 
athlete, male or female, boy or girl. It 
has been created to search out 
persons with athletic talent, to help 
them along in developing that talent, 
to promote and expose them, to 
prevent their abilities from falling by 
the wayside. 
There is a great demand in many 
areas of sport for new athletic talent 
by professional teams, olympic 
committees, meet tournament 
directors, and many different sports 
organizations including colleges, etc. 
Sport Talent Search is a scouting 
agency. It's an agency dedicated to 
the promotion, assistance and the 
furtherance of athletic talent. Sport 
Talent Search is the only listing 
agency registering and rating talented 
athletes in over 30 different sports. 
They also operate a U.S. Division and 
an International Division. 
Some of the services available to 
the athletes who join Sport Talent 
Search are; compiling and 
accumulating data on each individual 
athlete. The athlete's portfolio 
contains his or hers accomplishments, 
records, progress reports, statistics of 
the past and present performances 
and personal data. Athletes are also 
listed in the BLUE BOOK OF 
ATHLETES' an annual publication. 
They also get contacts with schools, 
teams, coaches, sports organizations, 
etc. (by special request you may 
specify which school and coach.) 
They host tryouts and tournaments 
and even get some financial assistance 
for those needy athletes. 
How do you get to get into 
something like this? Well, any 
athlete, male or female, whose 
performance record is very good in 
relation to others in the same age 
group, team or district. And/or 
whose athletic talent is obvious and 
can be verified by the coach and 
other knowledgable persons. 
To find out more information on 
Sport Talent Search Ltd., we suggest 
that you write ro call...Sport Talent 
Search, Ltd. 1018 College, Lacey, 
Wa. 98503-(206) 458-6611. 
By MATT McMCULLY 
Some 26 U.P.S. soccer players are busy preparing for the 1976 boot 
season, another go-around in the competitive Northwest Collegiate Soccer 
Conference. 
Of the 26, eleven are returnees and six are starters off last year's squad that 
finished at 4-4 in the Conference. 
Returning starters include captain Russ Steele, sweeper; Dave Cottler, 
striker; Earl Nausid, midfielder; Ken Tallquist, goalkeeper; Gary Culbertson, 
wing; and Francis Hind, wing. 
First year coach Bruce Arena will rely heavily on the experience of the six 
returning starters, as well as freshman Hans Ullond, a midfielder from 
Bellevue, who Arena calls "perhaps the most talented player on the team". 
Several others are competing for  a spot in the starting eleven, and coach 
Arena says only a few of the starting positions have been wrapped up. A lot is 
still to be determined between now and October 2, when the Loggers open the 
1976 season. 
UPS will open with the City Championship against cross-town rival Pacific 
Lutheran, on the Lutes home turf. Last year the Loggers played the Lutes to a 
1-1 standoff in a non-league affair, and then downed the Parklanders 2-1 in the 
season finale. 
The Loggers conference opener is Oct. 9 at the U. of Oregon, and their 
home opener will be an Oct. 16 rematch with PLU. Twelve games are on the 
docket for the season. 
Arena is a 1973 graduate of Cornell University, and currently a 
professional go;Itender with the Tacoma Tides. This will be his first year as  a 
head varsity coach, although he has been on the coaching staff at Cornell U. in 
both soccer and lacrosse. 
He is joined by assistant coach Frank Gallo, also a member of the Tacoma 
Tides soccer team. Gallo is a 1975 graduate of Darthmouth College. He is 
originally from St. Louis, while Arena is a native of New York. 
The Loggers have been turning out for  a week now, around an hour and a 
half in the early evenings. Arena said, "The emphasis now is on conditioning 
and ball skills, and next week we'll get into more of our philosophy of the 
game, and some game type situations. 
"We're real pleased right now with the aggressiveness and hustle of the 
players," he continued, and cited the play of Ullond and some of the returning 
starters as the team's strength right now. 
An intrasquad game is slated for early this coming week, which should help 
a great deal in determining a cohesive starting line-up for the Loggers. 
"We're learning the basics.. ."  
Players of the 
week named 
John Clymo and Rich Arena have 
been the first offensive and defensive 
players to be recognized for their 
outstanding effort on the field as the 
players of the week. 
Clymo, the6-2, 200 pound junior 
from Silverdale, Wa., received the 
defensive tag this week for his 
outstanding play at last Saturday's 
Montana Tech game. 
Clymo's biggest play was a fumble 
recovery on Montana Tech's 25 yard 
line which led the Logger's to their 
second field goal in the first quarter. 
Arena, a 6-4, 201 pound junior 
from Bremerton, Wa., snagged the 
offensive player of the week award 
for his great show at the offensive 
end position. 
Arena brought in three key 
passes, including a 34 yard shot 
from Clay Angle, to set up his 
seconds later scoring catch, a five 
yard toss, also from Angle. 
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Noah's Loggers drown Orediggers 20-0 
By MIKE PUCKETT 
Having to employ the services of a used ark, equpped with two of every 
position umbrellas, galoshes and a squadron of mallard ducks, the UPS Logger 
football team managed to slosh through and swim away with a very much 
decided and wet 20-0 thrashing of the Montana T'ch Orediggers at Butte this 
past Saturday. 
Now, Northwest schools, they say, are usually accustomed to seeing such a 
sight of torential downpours here   in the Northwest. But according to 
Logger head coach Paul Wallrof, you can dash that axiom. 
"It was the hardest and worst rain that we've ever played in and that 
includes our home games. It was nice the day before the game and great the 
following day, but what happened in between those two, I'll never know." 
Wallrof did not need to, in fact he didn't even need to ponder the question 
very long. 
His Loggers rolled off 118 yards in the contest on the ground, (not the best 
average to have, but a good exception in the rain) while tossing 72 years 
through the air (where the ducks came into play) and held the Orediggers to a 
dismal 72 yards overall. 
"They just couldn't play in that rain Saturday. I guess they weren't used to 
it like we are," said Wallrof. "But we played really well despite the weather, 
our defense really tore them up. I was especially pleased with Rich Arena  , in 
the rain he did really well," Wallrof added. 
UPS grabbed the first chance possible at getting into the score book first, 
after they took the opening kickoff and moved 66 yards downfield before 
being stalled. With 9:53 remaining in the first quarter, Brent Wagner booted  a 
21 yard field goal to lead 3-0. 
Less than two minutes later, the Loggers were again knocking on the door. 
Set up by a recovered fumble at the Oredigger's 25 yard line by John Clymo, 
Wagner again entered the scene, this time letting his golden toe boot a 37 yard 
field goal. 
Remaining in complete control of the game, the Loggers retained a stiff 
defense through the remaining minutes of the first period and into the second 
when the Loggers blocked an Oredigger punt which rolled to the nine yard line 
before being controlled by UPS. From that point quarterback Clay Angle took 
the singals, then rolled around right end and almost entered the end :zone 
before being dropped at the one. 
Wasting little time Angle came to the line, this time handing the ball to 
Logger halfback Joe Yeager, a 6'1" 203 senior from Poulsbo, Wa., and Yeager 
cracked the Montana Tech line for the one yeard score. The extra point 
attempted by Wagner was through the uprights and the Loggers went ahead 
with 13:56 remaining, 13-0. 
UPS ended their scoring late in the third quarter when Rich Arena hauled 
in a five yeard toss from Angle for the touchdown. The final drive, which was 
45 yards long was keyed by the 34 yard pass also taken down by Arena from 
Angle. 
SCORING 	 UPS MONTANA TECH 
First Downs 
	  10 	  10 
Rushing yds 
	  41.118 	  47-42 
Passing yds 
	  72 	  52 
Total yds 	  289 	  48 
Passes 
	  6-18-0 	  5-14-0 
Pt. Average 	  5-35 	  7-29 
Fumbles Lost 	  7-3 	  8-4 
Pen. yds 
	  15-125 
	  
4-30 
1st - 21 yd. field goal—Wagner 
1st - 37 yd. field goal—Wagner 
2nd - 1 yd run by Yeager—Wagner kick good 
3rd - Arena 5 yd pass from Angle—Wagner kick good 
City championship set for Sat. 
The stage is set for Saturday night. 
It will be one of the top independent teams yearly, 
facing one of the perennial Northwest Confernece teams. 
It will be the NAIA vs. NCAA' It's the Lutherans against 
theMethodists. It's the north end of Tacoma facing the 
southern end of the town in the annual City 
Championship. 
What the heck is this all about? Well it's UPS vs. PLU 
time agian. 
The epic battle will take place tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Franklin Pierce Stadium in Parkland and will be the 
54th meeting between the two teams, which both enter 
the contest previously unbeaten this year. 
UPS took their opening game when they traveled to 
Butte, Montana and dropped Montana Tech 20-0, while 
PLU won their opening game by defeating their alumni 
26-9. 
While the grand total of games won and lost, stand at 
37-11-5 in favor of the Loggers, the Lutes will be out for 
revenge of last season's defeat which was a 20-7 set back 
at Baker Stadium. 
This season, the Lutes will be relying on Little 
All-Northwest fullback Jon Horner. Horner will be 
coming off a good game last week as he carried the ball 
seven times while picking up 66 yeards over the alumni. 
Horner's runningmate will come in the form of 
Longview's Greg Price. Price saw limited action last year, 
but this year is off to a fiery start as he opened his rushing 
season picking up 56 yeards in the Knights victory. 
5-8,165 pound Doug Girad, should be receiving head 
coach Frosty Westering's nod for the quarterback position 
Saturday although Westering's number one son, Brad, 
may see some action also. Westering was red-shirted last 
year and will be a freshman on the squad this season. 
On defense, the Lutes are packed with old and new 
players. The old is Steve Ridgeway a two-time Little 
All-Northwest at linebacker. The new is Howard Lutter. 
Lutter was the Knights number two receiver last year with 
seven catches for 148 yards and a touchdown. But this 
year things are changed and the sure handed receiver will 
switch sides of the ball and will be taking over at 
linebacker 
So stop over and see the game, although you best 
come early as we have been assured that it will be packed, 
cause like all rivalries, it's guaranteed to be quite a 
spectacle. 
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that bypass the tuner circuitry are provided for 
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source of NTSC-standard video, including 
videotape machines, both color and mono-
chrome cameras, film video players, and the 
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taping broadcasts and for external audio 
amplifying systems. 
The seven-foot diagonal picture is projected 
to the separate screen by three LightGuide" 
projection tubes, one each for the red, blue, and 
green signals that make up a color television 
picture. Sound is also beamed to and reflected 
from the screen by a wide-range acoustic-
suspension speaker housed in the front of the 
receiver-projector console. All the usual color 
television controls are located on the receiver- 
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THE VIDEOBEAM SCREEN. 
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Responsible answers? 
Last week the TRAIL published a front,page story, by Tom 
Matson, which was intended as a first-person narrative of the 
"inside" of the Fraternity Rush system. 
In the course of his research, which involved participating 
directly in rush activities, he was denied interviews, by Rush 
Chairman nary Cohn, who claimed to be "too busy." 
And finally, reporter Matson was ejected from the Girl's Gym, 
where the rushees were staying, because of what Cohn later called an 
"uncomfortable feeling." 
The resulting story was based on these experiences. Yes, it was a 
bitter commentary, but it was a commentary, in first person, that 
reflected the perceptions and experiences of the reporter. And they 
were not pleasant experiences. 
The resulting public reaction was both expected - and shocking. 
TRAIL staff returned to the office to find a long-posted inter-office 
comic strip torn from the door, and later watched several sorority 
girls take several hundred TRAIL into the basement of the SUB, 
presumably to be given to the many sorority rushees gathered for 
rush functions. 
Later these copies were found unceremoniously dumped in the 
women's restroom, the only commentary heard by us being an 
off-hand remark by one of the thieves that she hoped "the TRAIL 
would say something nice for a change." 
The theft of the TRAIL copies was a disgusting act. We do not 
care whether one is a member of the Greek system or not. We 
express no professional preferences. Our paper will not express a 
preference for any group under any reasonable circumstances. 
We expected a reaction to the story, a reasoned, sensible 
reaction, as we choose to regard the students of this campus as 
reasonable, sensible people. 
We cannot condone or abide by vandalism, theft, or the original 
act of denying the public's right to know by denying a reporter 
access to what is called an "open system." 
We are not out to "get" anyone. If we print material that makes 
some groups or individuals uncomfortable, the discomfort is in the 
minds and acts of those who place themselves in such compromised 
posit ions. 
We trust that reasonable people will react to our publication in a 
reasonable manner. But we must say that we are not to be "gotten." 
The day after the article appeared, a number of people visited or 
called the TRAIL office to complain about the article. We solicited 
editorial replies and fetters from them. By deadline time this week, 
none were received. 
Malcolm Turner 
News Editor 
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TRAIL 
EDITORIAL 
What is a journalist? 
...a "restless voyeur" 
 
Editor's Note--The following is reprinted from "The 
Kingdom and the Power," by Gay Talese, World 
Publishing Company, June, 1969. 
Most journalists are restless voyeurs who see the warts 
on the world, the imperfections in people and places. The 
sane scene that is much of life, the great portion of the 
planet unmarked by madness, does not lure them like 
riots and raids, crumbling countries and sinking ships, 
bankers banished to Rio and burning Buddhist 
nuns-.gloom is their game, the spectacle their passion, 
normality their nemesis. 
Journalists travel in packs with a transferable tension 
and they can only guess to what extent their presence in 
large numbers ignites an incident, turns people on. For 
press conferences and cameras and microphones have 
become such an integral part of the happenings of our 
time that nobody today knows whether people make 
news or news makes people--Genral Ky in Vietnam, 
feeling  no doubt more potent after his sixth 
magazine-cover story, challenges Ftd China? after police 
in New York raided the headquarters of young hoodlums, 
it was discovered that some gang leaders keep scrapbooks; 
in Baltimore, a day after the Huntley-Brinkley Report 
mentioned that the city had survived without a race riot, 
there was a race riot. When the press is absent, politicians 
have been known to cancel their speeches, civil rights 
To the Student Body, 
I am using this media to express 
my most sincere thanks to all of the 
members of the student body who 
took part in the fraternity rush night 
on Saturday, September 11,1976. As 
a result of the heavy volume of 
pedestrian traffic, Union Avenue 
became virtually blocked. This 
caused numerous complaints by 
citizens to the Tacoma Police 
Department. 
The situation could easily have 
gotten out of hand. However, thenks 
to the complete cooperation of the 
students involved the street was 
rapidly cleared and a bad situation 
avoided. In spite of a few minor 
infractions of city laws, I am pleased 
to report only one arrest was made. 
A non-student who was found 
pilfering a fraternity house and 
detained by fraternity members was 
subsequently arrested for burglary. 
Again, myself and the personnel 
of the Safety/Security Office 
sincerely thank you. 
Jim Bass 
UPS Liaison Officer 
marchers to postpone their parades, alarmists to withhold 
their dire predictions. The troops at the Berlin wall , 
largely ignored since Vietnam stole the headlines coexist 
casually, watching the girls go by. 
News, if unreported, has no impact. It might as well 
have not happened at all. Thus the journalist is the 
important ally of the ambitious, he is the lamplighter for 
the stars. He is invited to parties, is courted an 
complimented, has easy access to unlisted telephone 
numbers and to many levels of life. He may send to 
America a provocative story of poverty in Africa, of tribal 
threats and turmoil--and then he may go for a swim in the 
ambassador's pool. A journalist will sometimes 
mistakingly assume it is his charm, not his usefullness, 
that gains such privilege. but most journalists are realistic 
men not fooled by the game. They use as well as they are 
used. Still they are restless. Their work, instantly 
published, is almost instantly forgotten, and they must 
endlessly search for something new, must stay alive with 
by-lines and not be scooped, must nurture the insatiable 
appetites of newspapers and networks, the commerical 
cravings for new faces, fashions, fads, feuds; they must 
not worry when news seems to be happening because they 
are there, nor must they ponder the possibility that 
everything they have witnessed and written in their 
lifetime any someday occupy only a few lines in the 
plastic notebooks of the twenty-first century. 
5'11", 190 lbs., dark brown hair, 
blue eyes. I'm into body buiding and 
sports--also a nature freak. I also get 
off behind cultivating the mind 
intellectually. 
Thank you for your time and 
have a nice day. 
August Lee Guesa, no. 35737-136 
Box No. 1000 
Steilacoom, WA 98388 
Letters Policy 
The TRAIL welcomes letters 
from its readers. We ask that you 
keep them brief, to the point, typed 
and doubled-spaced. Longer letters 
addressing specific concerns will be 
considered for our Campus Forum 
section. The TRAIL does not 
guarantee publication under any 
circumstances and reserves the right 
to reject material for reasons of 
available space, style and length. All 
letters must be signed and include the 
author's phone number. Submission 
deadline is 12 noon Monday for that 
week's edition. 
Letters 
Officer Bass thanks student body 
Save your I.D. 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to inform the 
students that they should keep their 
photo ID cards. They are good for all 
the years a student attends this 
University. All the individual has to 
do is bring his card to the ASUPS 
office for a sticker to update it. This 
will save both time and money. There 
will be a charge for the replacement 
of lost cards. Thank you. 
Chris Carletti 
ASUPS President 
An appeal 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing this letter in hopes 
that perhaps you would assist me. I 
am currently incarcerated at a federal 
penitentiary. I'm doing 15 years. I'd 
appreciate it if you would run a brief 
ad in your paper. 
I would like to correspond with 
any and all young ladies, lonely -
need a friend. I'm 25 years old, 
GET YOUR BIKE fJ 
READY FOR FALL NOW 
ASK ABOUT OUR 
TUNE—UP SPECIAL 
Also: 10 0  off *on all parts 
& accessories during Sept 
*must have student body card 
di. 	 LT csct 
Di..3c1 I GSW0A 
Chappel's 
BIKES 
& PARTS 
11903 Pacific Ave 531-1325 
van 
44.4141.i. glowe,14. 
383-4739 
2616 6th Avenue 
Tacoma, Washingtor 
Malcolm Turner/On The Nation 
The Do-goodies 
and the Bishops 
As campaign 1976 winds on, I am amazed at the kinds 
of issues that are being dragged to the fore as "issues". 
One recalls last spring the Ford-Reagan wrestling 
match over the Panama Canal. Of course, Reagan is no 
longer with us, though the Republican Platform still calls 
for some strong-arm tactics for holding on to America's 
favorite slit trench. Maybe Reagan can become 
Ambassador to Panama, should Jerry survive November. 
Then there was the "Name Your Running-Mate" 
game, again among Republicans (who said the Democrats 
have more fun) wherein Reagan demanded Jerry name 
his running mate before his own nomination. 
Vice-President Rockefeller called it the "misery loves 
company" amendment when Reagan wanted this rule 
written into the Republican Platform.  I think it was more 
appropriate to call it the "idiocy seeks solace" act. 
Besides, Reagan's running-mate, old Senator 
what's -h i s-n a m e wasn't exactly your traditional 
pick-of the-vice presidential litter, and the ploy for votes 
probably wouldn't have worked. 
Now that Carter and Ford prepare to face off, a whole 
new issue has cropped up to haunt the campaign. 
I thought the abortion issue was stillborn when the 
woman lost the nomination. It is perhaps crude to say so, 
but Ellen McCormick proved that an unborn child is not a 
dependable voter, having little clout at the polls. 
Nevertheless, a group of narrow-minded do goodies, 
and a plethora of Catholic Bishops insisit on forcing this 
silly issue into the current campaign. 
I appreciate the concern for the unborn. But the life of 
a child, until it is born, is the business of the woman whose 
body it occupies, and the decision to abort the birth is, by 
nature, her own. 
And, as a Catholic, I thouroughly resent the Catholic 
hierarchy participating in the political process to the 
extent that they become campaigners for one party or 
another. I say this, no doubt, at the risk of immediate 
excommunication, or at least a denial of confessional 
rights. (I may have to touch myself and just stand it.) 
Don't get me wrong. I love children. But I have seen 
too many children born into poverty, or worse, because 
the parents could not seek, or did not know about 
abortion. And many do not seek it because they are just 
too scared. 
I cannot believe that God intended for children to 
live on this earth in poverty and degredation because 
"that's God's way." 
And I refuse to believe that mothers must suffer 
physically, and many do, because they or their husbands 
will not prevent pregnancy every time they are not. If 
people were meant to breed like rabbits, God would have 
improved our appetite for lettuce. 
This is, naturally, my opinion. But I am neither denying 
the right of a woman to act as she chooses with her own 
body, either way, nor am I a religious or church official 
raising a stink in a political campaign because the 
Hierarchy compels me to do so, or because church dogma 
demands it. 
Lets get abortion out of the voting booth and back in 
medical terms, where it belongs. 
A constitutional amendment on the issue would be a 
disaster greater than interlocking seatbelt—car starters ever 
were. And like Detroit's little wonder, it is an act that goes 
farther than laws were meant to. 
I hope Jerry and Jimmy refuse to discuss the issue—and 
the do-goodies and Bishops will just go away. 
Penny Drost/State and Local 
For Congress- 
almost everybody 
Since he was elected to the United States Congress 
in 1964, Representative Floyd Hicks has been unbeatable 
at the polls. This year Mr. Hicks has decided to leave that 
post in pursuit of the Washington State Supreme Court, 
thus leaving an open Congressional seat in the 6th District 
to what has turned out to be 9 hopefuls-6 Democrats 
and 3 Republicans. 
On the Democratic side the top contenders, or at least 
campaigners, are former Senator Magnuson aide, Norm 
Dicks, and Washington State Representative Mike Parker. 
While you can't open a copy of the TNT without seeing 
the stars and stripes of Norm Dicks, you can't drive 
through the 6th District without being blinded with the 
deluge of Mike Parker signs. 
Meanwhile, Dr. Eugene Wiegman (who sounds more 
like a Republican than the Democrat he filed as) has a 
good display of pictures showing his pet ant toppling the 
national capital building underscored with "Small 
Power". These signs can be seen lining Gravelly Lake 
Drive in Lakewood, an area known both for wealth and 
Republicanism. The former President of Pacific Lutheran 
University, Dr. Wiegman is smooth in manner and very 
impressive in person. 
Another notable contender is Tacoma Mayor Gordon 
Johnston. Also a Democrat, Johnston might be a surprise 
in the primary with the vote being so fractured between 
Democrats. The fifth Democrat, Jim Nicholls of Sumner, 
is an ultra-conservative and famed, or infamous, as the 
case may be, for his radio commentaries on the former 
KAYE of Puyallup—since removed from the air by the 
Federal Communications Commission. 
On the Republican side, one candidate, Jeff Prosser of 
Tacoma, has never really surfaced. He remains unknown 
to the electorate and to the Republican Party 
organization. One might guess that he was either a 
Democratic plant to split the Republican vote or he is just 
an eccentric who wants to be able to tell his grandchildren 
that he once ran for Congress. The other two GOP 
contenders, on the other hand, are making a serious effort 
to win the nomination. 
George Van Buskirk quit his job as a sales engineer to 
campaign full-time and the third Republican, Bob 
Reynolds, is a local attorney here in Tacoma. 
Traditionally, only a small percentage of faithfuls go 
to the polls to vote in the primary election. If this remains 
true in 1976, only a handful of voters will decide the 
political future of 9 men. 
RESUMES 
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Karl Ohls/Sidebar 
Wilkins covers 
the Southside 
Jack Wilkins often has a frustrating time as the Seattle Post-lntelligencer's 
Southside Bureau Chief. 
He is the only P-I reporter covering the area from the southern end of 
metropolitan Seattle down throughPierce County. On 
 a typical day he'll attend 
hearings, run up a lot of gas mileage, make phone calls and spend a lot of time 
waiting for phone calls, all so he can write and phone in his stories by the 5:30 
p.m. deadline. 
Then many times when the paper hits the stands, his material will be 
missing. 
Sometimes the stories are held a day and they get cold, which is irritating, 
"especially when you've scooped the (Seattle) Times and the TNT'"he said. 
The problem is the P-I's notoriously small news hole. When something big 
comes up, the southside and eastside stories are often bumped  to make room. 
Wilkins said there'sa very conscious decision behind the allocation of every 
inch of news in the paper. Wilkins will generally agree with the city 
beforehand on how much space he can get. "I'll talk and bargain for space, 
explain what the story is about and why I need a certain amount of space to 
tell it adequately. Then the editor will come back and say, 'I'll give you five 
inches and then more on Sunday.' 
"They're not negative about the story, they've just got to balance it with 
other stories," he said. 
Wilkins sees the job as a challenge, to get all the important information in 
the tightest amount of space and still be graceful with language. He considers 
himself a stylist, but has to discipline himself so that the color and feeling 
don't get in the way of the facts. 
Wilkins is excited about his beat. Recently, at the direction of his editors, 
he started concentrating more on South King County rather than Tacoma. 
He calls the area a "suburban frontier." "It's in flux, it's growing as 
Tacoma isn't ." Wilkins said there are a number of interesting issuses in the 
sprawling unincorporated communities, such as development, that need to be 
covered. 
Wilkins, 55, became a journalist fairly late in his life, when he was 34. 
Before then he worked as 
 a freelance magazine writer, a sheepherder, foundry 
worker, forest fire observer, a logger, a volunteer in the Canadian Army, and a 
New England and Northwest sales manager for Revere Copper and Brass. 
"I did all these other things while trying to write the great American novel, 
" he said. 
His first newspaper job was with the Lewiston Morning Tribune in Idaho. 
Wilkins was impressed with paper's editorial stands opposing the communist 
witch hunt activities of Sen. Joe McCarthy and dam construction on the Snake 
River. "It (the newspaper) was something 
 I wanted to be identified with," he 
said. 
The paper was edited by B. J. Johnston (who now holds a position at the 
University of Washington). It was "known as B. J.'s school of journalism." 
After almost two years he moved with his family to the Northwest. He did 
public relations for the Douglas Fir Plywood Assoc. (now the American 
Plywood Assoc.), the 1962 Seattle World's Fair, and worked for the Portland 
Oregonian and the P-I. "I took the first opening at the Tacoma News Tribune 
because I didn't like commuting," he said. 
While on the TNT staff he won the Alicia Patterson Foundation award. "I 
was the only one chosen. And the only one (applicant) with no bachelor's 
degree." 
The award paid the expenses of his wife and four children and allowed him 
to spend a year in West Germany working on a special project 
In 1936, Wilkins had attended prep school with 10 German students. He 
always wondered what happened to them during the war years. His project 
was to find the three survivors and write about their experiences and life in 
Germany . 
"There was a lack of aggressiveness in searching out 
controversial stories." 
After a year of intense analysis and deep conversations about Germany, 
Wilkins flew back to the United States in time for the ghetto riots which 
followed Martin Luther King's death. This was symbolic to him, "what  I had 
been doing, was groping in the past." 
Even before he digested his experience, Wilkins was back at the 
TNT--covering the Tacoma radical movement. He wrote about black power, 
poverty organizations, Indian fishing rights, the city council recall elections 
and the Seattle Seven trial. 
Wilkins said the trial of the seven Seattle radicals was a "three-ring circus." 
The defendents continually disrupted the proceedings. Finally Judge George 
Bolt declared a mistrial. 
Wilkins wrote three stories a day about the trial, one for both editions of 
the TNT and one for the New York Times (he was their Northwest stringer). 
Wilkins believes he wrote the first TNT article in the late sixties, which ever 
said anything controversial about UPS. He can't remember the exact 
circumstances, but thinks it dealt with a dispute in the faculty senate related 
to the hiring of new faculty. 
Before then the only material that appeared were public relations stories, 
he said. 
Wilkins said that he and Don Hannula (now with the Seattle Times) and 
Rod Cardwell (now the TNT city editor) made an attempt to write stories that 
broke new ground and got behind the scenes to interpret what was happening. 
Before, the TNT suffered from "the traditional attitude of the only 
newspaper in a big city, with a fairly conservative management, "he said. 
"There was a lack of aggressiveness in searching out controversial stories." 
Wilkins said there was no resistance when he started doing more in-dept 
coverage. "The old management really wasn't that bad." 
After a number of years on the radical beat, Wilkins felt he was "getting 
too close to my news sources, " and asked for a change. "I got to know the 
games being played behind the scenes. 
 I became kind of subjective." 
Wilkins transferred to the county beat. However, he didn't like chasing 
after little stories and writing all the detail. "I was conditioned to doing fewer, 
more-in-depth stories." 
Two and a half years ago the P-I decided it "wanted stronger coverage in 
South King County and Pierce County," Wilkins said. They offered him the 
job. 
"My jeans are better than 
your jeans. And I can prove it: 
"Mine are 100% natural 
cotton denim. And so are yours. 
''There the similarity ends. 
Because mine are Sedgefield 
Do-Nothing' denims. 
"The first 14-ounce 100% 
natural cotton denim with 
the built-in edge: the amazing 
Sanfor-Set* process. 
"So what? So this... 
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS 
NEVER NEED IRONING. 
"The jeans I have on have 
been washed and tumble dried 
15 times and never ironed. 
"You heard right. 
"Never ironed. 
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS 
CANNOT SHRINK OUT OF SIZE. 
It s true. 
"Sanfor-Set's the reason. 
"The reason the size you 
buy is the size they stay. 
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS 
START 011T MEN SOFTER. 
"Brand new were much, 
much softer than old-fashioned 
jeans without Sanfor-Set. 
"And we keep getting softer 
so fast your old-fashioned jeans 
might even wear out before 
they can catch up. 
"SEDGEFIELD JEANS 
DON'T COST A MINIM 
"Our biggest edge? 
"We cost no more than the 
regular price of the biggest seller. 
"IF PM LYING 
YON GET YOUR MONEY BACK. 
"It's one thing to make claims. 
"We back ours with a one year 
unconditional warranty. 
"None stronger in the business. 
"Just send us back our jeans 
and we'll replace them. 
"Or send you back your money. 
"TO FIND MIR JEANS 
CALL 800 T-N•E 
If you want the jeans with the 
built-in edge, just dial this number 
(800 843-3343) toll free and well 
tell you where to get them. 
"And start comparing your 
pants off." 
ledgeN 
With the Bulit-in-Edge: 
• Trod,nork 01 
The SoMorqed 
 CO,,,Por,v 
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"DO 'T BUYJEANS ON FAITH. N 
COMPARE YOUR PANTS OFF." 
